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In Equal Rites, New York Times bestselling author Terry Pratchett 
brings readers back to Discworld, a fantasy universe where anything 
can happen-and usually does.

A dying wizard tries to pass his staff on to the eighth son of an eighth son. When it is 
revealed that the he is a girl named Esk, the news of the  female wizard sends the citizens 
of Discworld into a tail-spin.

With their biting satire and limitless imagination, it is easy to understand why 80 million 
Discworld books have been sold worldwide. Equal Rites possesses rich characterizations, a 
journey of awareness, and even a hint of romance from master storyteller Terry Pratchett.

"A sequence of unalloyed delight" - Guardian 
"Truly funny books are very few and far between. Equal Rites is not only fizzy and hilarious, 
but is also a wonderful story well told ... This is his best book. Highly recommended" - The 
Good Book Guide 
 
"A delightful. yarn, logically illogical as only Terry Pratchett can write. He's delightful, an utter 
nutter and funster-punster" - Anne McCaffrey 
 
"You won't stop grinning except to chuckle or sometimes roar with laughter. The most 
hilarious fantasy since - come to think of it, since Pratchett"s previous outing" - Kirkus 
Reviews

Every world has its rules-even a flat onecarried by four elephants riding on a giant turtle. 
That's why a dying wizard is searching for an eighth son of an eighth son to bestow his 
wizardly powers upon before meeting Deathin six minutes. Unfortunately it is 
quicklydiscovered-though not quite quickly enough-that the newborn babe the wizard 
anoints just before bidding the Discworld adieu is, in reality,a girl! What's done cannot be 
undone-despiteold Granny Weatherwax's attempts to bringthe child into the witchy fold-
and little Eskis now a wizard, through and through. And she's destined to bring chaos and 
confusion to the all-male faculty of Ankh-Morpork'sUnseen University . . . who are 
alreadyfairly addled to begin with.
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